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Abstract—Spatial context is an essential aspect in the Smart
Spaces  and  Internet  of  Things  concepts,  as  all  physical  and
virtual objects have their location and spatial relationship with
other objects. Geographic context characteristics can be used for
effective  deployment  of  smart  objects  in  any  described
environment.  For  usage  and  handling  smart  space  subjects
geographical  context,  a  special  integration  agent  have  been
developed for working Smart Space platform with a LBS system.
In  this  article  we  will  talk  about  a  theoretical  performance
evaluation of  this  Smart  Space and LBS platforms integration
system (GCSS).
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I.  INTRODUCTION

The  main  objective  of  this  paper  is  to  model  and  use
geographical context in a Smart Space environments. The basis
of the Smart Space concept served a “Ubiquitous computing”
direction, which was defined by M. Weiser in his work “The
computer of the 21st century” [1].

It  should  be  noted  that  this  work  also  relates  to  the
“Context-Rich  Systems” direction,  in  other  words  a  further
development of context-aware systems, which provide not only
relevant information/services based on the users context,  but
also  provide  the  ability  to  adjust  the  methods  for  obtaining
context information, respond on emerging events and provide
information or recommendations for further user actions. This
work  and  its  technologies  stack  affects  to  the  "Internet  of
Things" concept as a spatial context is the basis for the design
modern services in various physical  or virtual  environments.
According  to  the  research  agency  Gartner1,  "Context-Rich
Systems" and "Internet of Things" directions are a key strategic
technology trends in 2015 year.

Smart  Space  should provide a continuous distribution of
semantic data between all participants of the space and provide
a  communication  field  for  the  services,  that  can  be  run  on
various  types  of  computing  environment  devices  (personal
devices,  stand-alone  computers  or  robots).  Smart  Space

1  Gartner's Top 10 Technology Trends for 2015 –
http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/2867917

participants  are autonomous agents  that  designed  to monitor
the state of the computing environment and make their own
changes on the basis of the knowledge gained in the process of
monitoring.

The practical  implementation of the Smart Space concept
requires  a  variety  of  models,  algorithms,  technologies,
hardware  and  software.  V.  I.  Gorodetsky identified  the
following problems in the smart space environments [2]:

1. the  problems  of  integration  heterogeneous  models,
hardware,  communication  protocols,  user  interfaces
and software into a single system;

2. the  need  for  co-processing  of  heterogeneous
information  from  distributed  sources  (sensors,
databases,  email  and  web  etc.)  for  the  modeling
current  smart  space  context,  online  and  offline
training,  web-services  searching,  context  forecast,
solving problems of decision-making and others.

The  Smart  Space  concept  is  based  on  the  Web  2.0
technology stack (Semantic Web), client-server and distributed
service-oriented  architecture,  context-aware  computing,
human-computer  interaction  and  others.  For  modeling  and
processing  smart  space  data,  semantic  knowledge
representation models are used (RDF, OWL).

The semantic information representation models have their
own  advantages  and  disadvantages.  Advantages  include  –
integration  of  heterogeneous  data,  flexible  data  schema
changes, the possibility of semantic search and joint learning of
new  knowledge,  as  well  as  disadvantages  are  –  systems
scalability and performance problems [3, 4, 5]. The scalability
problem is solved by the Smart Space platform – Smart-M3 [6,
7, 8].

The performance problems arise  when it  is  necessary  to
handle large  volumes of data,  that  modeled with a semantic
knowledge representation models. To resolve this problem, it is
invited  to  move  geographical  smart  space  information
processing  into  a  separate  platform,  LBS-system.  The
integration of Smart Space platform with a LBS system will
also use a variety techniques (search, filtering) for processing
geographical context in a Smart Space environments.

In this article we will talk about a performance analysis of a
Smart Space Smart-M3 platform integration agent with a LBS
system. The article is organized as follows: In the Introduction

http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/2867917


describes main project task, basic problems in a Smart Space
concept  and  offers  a  solution  for  the  system  performance.
Chapter 2 briefly describes a proposed solution for the Smart
Space  Smart-M3 platform  performance  improvement  during
processing a geographical  information.  Chapter  3 provides a
response  time function  analysis  of  the  platforms  integration
agent and separately processed data volumes of each platform.
Chapter 4 describes the performance winnings function when
moving geographic information processing to the separate LBS
system.

II. PLATFORMS INTEGRATION TASK

For  the  smart  space  platform  performance  improvement
while processing a smart space subjects geographical context, a
special  platforms  integration  agent  (GCSS)  was  developed,
which  is  responsible  for  the  Smart-M3  and  LBS  platforms
interaction  and  provide  mechanisms  for  the  transparent
modeling  and  processing  data  of  integrable  platforms.
Implementation  details  and  testing  analysis  of  the  GCSS
platforms integration agent are given in [9, 10].

Platforms  integration  implemented using  a  «Ubiquitous
computing» direction standard – Ubiquitous ID [11]. The main
element  of  this  technology  is  a  unique  128-bit  identifier  -
ucode,  which  is  used  for  the  Smart-M3 and  LBS platforms
integration.

Assume that each smart space knowledge processor (agent)
has it's own unique ucode identifier and own LBS system user.
Every LBS user can has an unlimited number of data channels
to which he can subscribe and receive data. While integration
platforms, each smart  space agent  creates  data channels  and
links them with own  ucode identifier.  If  agent  know  ucode
identifier, he can access to the smart space subjects geographic
context data from the LBS system data channels.

As an example serves the work [12], which deals with the
implementation of virtual computing platform for solving the
interaction problem of non-uniform devices in a  «Ubiquitous
computing» and “Internet of Things” directions, that built on a
Smart-M3 platform and ideas of Ubiquitous ID standard.

From a practical point of view, we use Smart Space Smart-
M3  platform  and  Geo2Tag  LBS-system  for  modeling  and
processing smart space subjects geographical context.

Smart-M3 platform is an open software implementation of
a Smart Space concept via M3 architecture [6]. Abbreviation
M3 focuses  on  properties  –  multi-device  (multiple devices),
multi-vendor  (many  equipment  manufacturers)  and  multi-
domain  (various  set  of  domains)  characteristic  for  the
computing environments in the “Internet of Things” direction.
The  most  essential  features  of  upcoming  software  are  pro-
activeness and context-awareness. Context-aware systems are
working  within  a  context  life  cycles.  Life  cycle  consists  of
specific steps, which are responsible for the sensing, modeling,
processing,  learning  and  dissemination  of  contextual
information in any computing environment [13].

As a LBS system stands an open source software platform
Geo2Tag [14], the main features of which are responsible for
geographic tags, tags channels, platform users management and
also provide extensive functionality for two-dimensional and
three-dimensional filtering.

The  Smart-M3  platform  performance  is  poor,
recommendations  for  its  optimization  are  given  in  [10].
Geo2Tag LBS system specifically optimized for  storing and
processing  large  volumes  of  geographical  information,  it's
performance is discussed in [15].

Next comes a discussion about a performance analysis of a
GCSS platforms integration agent.

III. GCSS PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

System  performance  is  an  inverse  value  of  the  system
response time. GCSS system response time calculated by the
formula  (1),  which depends  on  used  platforms  and  network
bandwidth,  where  each  platform  consists  of  its  own
components. 

– Lighttpd web-server responce time,

– PostgreSQL DB response time, – SQLite DB

response  time, – Smart-M3 SSAP/XML protocol
bandwidth,

– network bandwidth, where –
system operation execution time.

System performance  is  also dependent  on the processed
amount  of  data. A  lot  of  interest  in  solving  the  system
performance problem is a Smart-M3 and Geo2Tag platforms
databases  response  time,  that  used  by  GCSS  platforms
integration agent.

Let Q – GCSS system query model, which depends on:

,  where – density points per area unit, –  filter
radius  (LoadTags), – amount of space data. 

The amount of Geo2Tag platform data is determined by the
filter  parameters  that  used  for  the  extraction  of  geographic
data from the platform database (PostgreSQL). For the two-
dimensional LoadTags filter by radius – the amount of data N
depends on the circle  area and the density points per  circle
area  unit  – and R parameters.

, where

For the Smart-M3 platform, the amount of space data has a
linear dependence, as it depends on the number of triples in
the smart space database (SQLite, Virtuoso, Redland). For the
smart  space  that  containing subjects geographical  data,  data
volume is calculated by the formula:
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,  where – volume of smart space data, –

 volume of other smart space data.

By varying and  R parameters,  we  can  exactly  say
how much data will be processed by the system and how much
time it will take. The processing time surface of the total data
amount for the Smart-M3 and Geo2Tag platforms presented at
the Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Processing time surface of N data volume by density
points and figure radius

IV. GCSS PERFORMANCE WINNINGS

Consider the GCSS system performance, that depending on
the  processed  data  volume  by  the  Smart-M3 and  Geo2Tag
platforms.

Let's  SQLite(SM3) is a number of the smart space triplets
and  PostgreSQL(G2T) is  a  number  of  geographic  tags
(geotags) presented in the  {time, latitude, longitude, altitude,
data} format. It turns out that each geotag described in a smart
space  by four  triplets  for  the  geotag  fields  –  time,  latitude,
longitude, altitude (without field data).

Assume  that  Smart-M3  platform  data  processing  time
depends on:

1. the number of the smart space triplets;
2. a smart space platform processing delay time.

where – Smart-M3 platform delay time.
A total volume of smart space data is a sum of all smart

space triplets:

Operating  (response)  time  of  a  Smart-M3  platform
increases  with  a  number  of  triplets,  because  the  amount  of
space data has a linear dependence.

The  general  time  formula  for  the  processing  a  certain
amount of a smart space data is a sum of the times spent on
processing:

1. not  geographic  space  triplets  – ;
2. the  delay  for  processing  not

geographic triplets;
3. geographic space triplets – .

, where

Lets calculate a total data processing time by the Smart-M3
platform  and  a  total  amount  of  smart  space  data  with  a
subjects geographic information.
Define NSQSM 3 – number of all space triples.

The total smart space data processing time consists of the
Smart-M3  platform  database  response  time  and  platform
processing delay time:

The  total  geographic  data  processing  time  of  Geo2Tag
LBS  system  consist  of  a  Geo2Tag  PostgreSQL  database
response time and platform processing delay time:

Therefore,  the  total  smart  space  data  processing  time

without  a  geographic  context  is  TO
1
=T SM 3 and  a  total

smart space data processing time with a geographic context is:

+TG 2T (
N SQM 3Gtr

4
)+T PG(

N SQM 3Gtr

4
);  

A  system  performance  winnings  by  transferring
geographic  context  processing to a  separate  platform (LBS-
system) is:

Fig. 2 shows the GCSS system performance winnings when
moving smart space geographic information processing to the
separate LBS platform (Geo2Tag). The upper surface is equal
to  the  surface  of  the  total  platforms  data  volume  (Fig.  1),
middle surface – performance winnings surface when moving
geographic  data  processing  into  the  LBS  system,  bottom
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surface  –  the  number  of  smart  space  data  without  subjects
geographic information.

Fig. 2. System performance winnings surface (black color) 

CONCLUSIONS

The total amount of smart space data formed from the set of
all space triplets. For the representation of smart space subjects
geographical information in a geotag {time, latitude, longitude,
altitude,  data} format,  you  need  to  create  five  additional
triplets for each smart space subject. And since the smart space
data amount has  a  linear dependence, it is bad for the overall
system performance, and it turns out that the smaller data we
have  in  the  space,  it  is  better  for  the  smart  space  platform
performance (Smart-M3). Therefore,  the  geographic
information transferring to the separate platform (LBS system)
will increase the smart space system performance proportional
to the geographical data volume, that have been moved from
the  space  where  the  overall  GCSS  system  performance  is
bounded above the Smart-M3 platform performance. 
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